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BELTEVE IN SELECTIVE GUN CONTROL
There is a current hysteria regarding gun control.
Presented here is information that suggests that guns of registered Democrats should be confiscated.

We know who they are, after all they're registered!

Consider:

' Fort Hood shooter - registered Democrat - Muslim.
. Columbine shooters - too young to vote; both families were registered Democrats and progressive liberals.
. Virginia Tech shooter - wrote hate mail to President Bush and to his staff - registered Democrat.
. Aurora, Colorado, AMC theater shooter - registered Democrat; staff worker on the Obama campaign;

Occupy Wall Street participant; progressive liberal.
. Connecticut school shooter - registered Democrat; hated Christians.
. John Hinkley Jr., hated Ronald Regan; registered Democrat.
. Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme, member of Charles Manson's cult, all liberal Democrats.
. Sirhan Sirhan, registered Democrat and Muslim.

Q.{otice a common thread - all of these shooters . . . progressive / liberal registered Democrats.)

Dateline Chicago: December 28,2072 - Murders reached 500 for the year 2012.
2013 is ahead of that pace... Care to guess how many of the shooters may be Democrats?

INTERESTING... isn't it?

The question that begs to be asked, 'Why is it that those who steal guns, who then go on to kill movie goers and

children in school, and the like, have never been conservative NRA members?'

Why do progressive liberals want to take away guns from law abiding conservatives?
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Gun control rvorksl
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(Wake up - itts not about "gun control" - it's about control.)
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